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ABSTRACT

As products and distribution channels become more homogenised, and competing on the basis of price more difficult, integrated marketing communications (IMC) has been identified as the ‘new frontier’ for effective differentiation (Kitchen and Schultz, 2003). IMC has been advanced as a strategy for differentiation by which a firm sends consistent messages from all contact points resulting in constant message reinforcement, thus maximum impact on the target audience with minimum promotional expenditure (Kliatchko, 2005).

Research has determined that in the face of global pressures, firms within industry networks exhibited a natural convergence toward standardised communication practices, thus supporting the efficacy of the broader IMC perspective in the business-to-business context (see Wickham and Hall, 2006).

In order to understand how multiple firms within an industry network managed their combined IMC functions, this paper explores the roles (and associated organisation of IMC activities) adopted by an industry network. In total, this research found evidence of three distinct roles (IMC Champion, Government Lobbyist, and Network Ambassador) that together served to gather, analyse and disseminate key marketing information throughout the network of firms. This research also presents an IMC framework that represents the manner in which the various network members coordinated the various IMC roles.
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INTRODUCTION

In the face of globalisation firms are finding it increasingly difficult to determine a meaningful point of differentiation and obtain a competitive advantage (Philippidis and Hubbard, 2003). This fact has led to questioning the effectiveness of the traditional perspective of marketing, and investigation into how marketing can evolve to remain relevant in the ever more complex markets of the twenty first century (see Anderson, 2001; Gronroos, 2004). It is suggested that the implementation of an integrated approach to marketing communications can result in greater communications efficiency and impact on the target audience (Kim et al., 2004) due to the flexibility inherent in the IMC approach (Pitta et al., 2006). As a relatively new stream of theory (Kim et al., 2004), there have been few empirical studies published to assist managers and researchers’ understanding of IMC, despite a growing body of conceptual work that espouses its virtues (Low, 2000; Smith et al., 2006). As a result, there remains little consensus on IMC’s definitional boundaries and a lack of agreement as to its operational measurement (Kim et al., 2004; Kliatchko, 2005; Pickton and Hartley, 1998).

Efforts to identify the conceptual boundaries of IMC are further complicated by the fact that studies have primarily focused on firms operating in consumer markets. Given that the impacts of globalisation also extend to business-to-business markets, it is necessary to consider the potential role and machinations of IMC within business-to-business dealings (Garber and Dotson, 2002; Kitchen and Schultz, 2003). This paper seeks to identify the roles present within a
business-to-business industry network that serve to facilitate the operations of IMC.

**IMC AS A NETWORK MARKETING STRATEGY**

Marketing communications in the ‘traditional marketing mix’ was viewed primarily as a one-way information mechanism by which the marketer attempted to persuade the target consumer audience of the benefits of the firm’s products (Anderson, 2001). Traditionally, decisions regarding communication messages were the responsibility of in-house or external agencies, and dissemination of these messages was the role of sales personnel (Anderson, 2001; Kim *et al.*, 2004). Recent decades have witnessed a decrease in the effectiveness of traditional forms of mass media due to technological advancements and the emergence of new, more targeted, media channels (Holm, 2006; Kim *et al.*, 2004; Pitta *et al.*, 2006). Such media channels facilitate dyadic communication between a firm and its customers and the development of more intimate customer relationships managed through consumer databases (Holm, 2006; Kim *et al.*, 2004). These relationships give rise to a wide variance in consumers needs and it is proposed that the emergence of the IMC approach flows from a realisation of the need to shift the communications focus from satisfying the needs of advertising agencies to satisfying those of consumers (Kim *et al.*, 2004). Thus, IMC is the result of a natural evolution in marketing communications as opposed to a transformation in marketing thought (Kliatchko, 2005).
Early criticisms of IMC as a theoretical concept however, centred on the lack of precise definition and operational measurement, and the lack of formal theory construction through research (Cornelissen and Lock, 2000). As a result some deemed IMC as nothing more than a management fashion (Cornelissen and Lock, 2000). In response, Gould (2004) argues that all managerial concepts or strategies have an evolutionary stage during which the concept is defined and redefined. Schultz and Kitchen’s (2000a) defence for IMC is congruent with earlier work by Phelps and Johnson (1996:160) who state that as ‘…an emerging field, a lack of clarity in definition and boundaries is to be expected’. Yet as pointed out by Schultz and Kitchen (2000a), once researchers begin to better understand the various dimensions of IMC through the pursuit of more empirically-based research, it is proposed that measures can then be developed to provide more accurate indications of IMC’s value in both a theoretical and practical context (Phelps and Johnson, 1996).

Indeed, despite discourse questioning whether IMC is in fact a paradigm in its own right, further research in the area continues to add to the body of knowledge and solidify the IMC concept. For example, a study by Kitchen and Li (2005) determined that 83% of advertising and 70% of PR respondents claimed to offer clients IMC services. The authors suggest that the offering of such services to meet demand is evidence that IMC not simply rhetoric. In addition recent works have focused on clarifying the concept’s definitional boundaries. In earlier works IMC was viewed as the integration of promotional tools to receive maximum impact from minimum investment (Low, 2000). Whilst this was a useful starting point for conceptual discussion it has since moved beyond this limited scope
(Kitchen et al., 2004) to suggest that integration of all business operations is required to realise IMC objectives and achieve competitive advantage (Pickton and Hartley, 1998; Stewart, 1996).

It is proposed therefore, that if the concept of IMC is to provide a networked organisation with optimal benefit, communication must progress from a merely tactical element to become a strategic business partner (Kitchen, 2005). Schultz and Kitchen (2000b) developed a four-stage model to demonstrate the necessary progression. The first two stages evidence the tactical coordination of communications tools followed by a redefinition of the scope of marketing communications (Schultz and Kitchen, 2000b). The final two stages represent the strategic shift whereby information technology is used to capture and utilise customer knowledge, and ultimately IMC is financially and strategically integrated throughout the network (Schultz and Kitchen, 2000b). A further study undertaken by Reid et al., (2005) to explicate the strategic versus tactical elements of IMC further supports the Schulz and Kitchen (2000b) model. The authors demonstrate that IMC is a holistic process that requires a customer focus to permeate all business functions and the integration of elements at both levels. Such studies therefore support the view that IMC thinking requires total company commitment and understanding rather than being limited to the marketing communications function (Kliatchko, 2005).

Despite the proposed need to approach IMC from a strategic rather than tactical perspective, Schultz and Kitchen (2000b) note that when considering their model, most firms appear to stagnate around the first two stages. Holm (2006)
claims that this could be attributed to the presence of barriers preventing firms from progressing IMC from tactics to strategy. Therefore, if organisations and networks are to shift their communications focus from being inside-out to the more relationship driven, and consumer oriented outside-in, consideration needs to be given to the drivers and restraints of the implementation of an IMC approach (Dewhirst and Davis, 2005; Kim et al., 2004; Kitchen et al., 2004). Several methods have been suggested to assist in the task of delineating the barriers and drivers of IMC. To illustrate, as the implementation of IMC may be affected by firm specific and contextual factors, Gould (2004) proposes that researchers consider the concept from the practitioner perspective and use practitioner discursive understandings and practices to guide theory development and narrow the emic-etic gap. Dewhirst and Davis (2005) and Reid (2005) call for case study exploration to determine if, and how, industry specific organisations employ the principles of IMC to provide best-practice insights and inform theory.

Some attempts have been made to achieve these ends. For example, research suggests that the size and type of firm and its position in the market might impact its ability to adopt an IMC approach (Reid, 2005). As smaller firms are likely to have fewer resources and less formalised hierarchical structures, this may make them more likely to converge toward communications processes consistent with IMC (Low, 2000; Wickham and Hall, 2006). In addition, as previously highlighted an identified prominent driver of IMC is the need to develop trust based stakeholder relations (Kitchen and Li, 2005; Kliatchko, 2005; Ratnatunga and Ewing, 2005; Reid, 2005). These relationships are based on a foundation of
communication, a grounding shared with the successful implementation of IMC, and a means to provide superior value to consumers (Kitchen et al., 2004). If a network is to realise the benefits of utilising IMC to strategically leverage relationships and achieve network goals in contemporary business markets, it requires a redefinition of the roles and responsibilities of those involved in communications (Anderson, 2001; Gronroos, 2004; Kliatchko, 2005; Pickton and Hartley, 1998; Reid et al., 2005).

Rather than forcing company-wide change through the introduction of new structures, Stewart (1996) suggests that commitment to IMC be nurtured through the development of new relationships and roles from which new structures will naturally evolve (Gronroos, 2004; Pickton and Hartley, 1998). Beverland and Luxton (2005) refer to this process of guiding behaviour through educating network members about the core vision and values, as a cultural approach to IMC. The resultant shared mindset serves to synthesise expectations, and encourage consistency in employee behaviour and the acceptance of their role as pseudo-marketers trusted with the task of championing the mission statement and managing stakeholder relations (Gronroos, 2004; Kliatchko, 2005; Reid, 2005).

The result of total network commitment to IMC is a powerful capability and strategic asset that is borne from the combination of tangible assets, in the form of a network’s marketing communication tools, and the intangible assets of tacit network knowledge and stakeholder relationships (Ratnatunga and Ewing, 2005). IMC is now recognised as a strategic business process which can be a source of competitive advantage in an increasingly aggressive global environment (Holm,
To acknowledge this factor the following definition is adopted for the purposes of this study:

IMC is the concept and process of strategically managing audience-focused, channel-centred, and results-driven brand communication programmes over time (Kliatchko, 2005:23).

The appropriateness of adopting this definition is further supported by the earlier work of Wickham and Hall (2006) which determined that in response to global pressures, firms within an industry network displayed a natural convergence to consistent communications facilitated through strategic actions.

Growth in the prevalence and importance of such industry networks (and other network arrangements) to the competitive process (Lavie, 2006; Morton et al., 2006; Wincent, 2005), suggests that investigation into the machinations of the IMC concept should not be limited to intra-firm activities. Rather, there is also a need to consider how the IMC function may be organised and implemented so that common understanding of the concept permeates all network members and facilitates the open and multi-directional communication between network firms.

This research considers IMC from the perspectives of the Tasmanian Light Shipbuilding Network (TLSN) members and attempts to identify the roles and responsibilities emerging as their communications practices converge to support the antecedent of IMC (see Wickham and Hall, 2006). The TLSN is a group of eleven firms that through collaboration and combined marketing efforts became
one of Australia’s most internationally competitive industry networks (Industry Audit, 1998).

**THE CASE OF THE TASMANIAN LIGHT SHIPBUILDING NETWORK.**

The origin of the TLSN can be traced back to 1984, and the development of the world’s first aluminium welding technology by the innovative firm International Catamarans (Incat). Some years before, Incat’s managing director Robert Clifford, had identified an opportunity to construct high quality fast ferries for the world market, but required the assistance of a number of ‘maritime network friends’ to help develop the lightweight technology needed to construct such a vessel. The integration of a number of different product lines from the network members into Incat’s lightweight vessels (i.e. life raft equipment, fire safety equipment, lightweight fit-outs, innovative engineering products etc) became central to the network’s international success. Over time, the integration of product lines and marketing programs enabled the network to forge a dominant position in the global market for fast ferries, with the TLSN capturing 40 percent of the world’s market for fast ferries and the associated technologies (Wickham and Hall, 2006). The integrated marketing program developed by the network also delivered benefits for the individual firms, with each managing to forge their own internationally distinct reputations and export revenues (independent of those generated by their Incat connections) by the year 2000.
METHOD

This research comprised a comprehensive series of semi-structured interviews with all of the key informants within the TLSN and the state government during the period 1977 to 2002. Interviews were conducted with each of Tasmania’s state Premiers, the managing directors of the TLSN firms, and the heads of government departments and agencies during the TLSN’s formation. In total 25 semi-structured interviews were conducted, each lasting between 60 and 90 minutes. The interview questions posed to the participants were derived from an extensive collection and analysis of historical data pertaining to the TLSN’s development. As such, the interviews contained both standardised interview questions (i.e. common to all informants) and specific interview questions (i.e. aimed at the key informants’ specific involvement in the TLSN’s history), and were formulated to elicit the primary data required to answer the research questions posed in this inquiry. Both the standardised and specific interview questions were formulated to facilitate the aggregation, analysis, triangulation, and validation of information, and enabled the researcher to interrogate the evidence gathered from other sources. These questions were designed to cover the necessary issues, but were framed in an open-ended manner, to allow the interviewees sufficient latitude for introspection and open reporting of their own perspectives.

This collection of primary data using a semi-structured interview method allowed the informants to tell their own story in their own way, thereby allowing the researcher direct access to the experience of the case (Clandinin and
Connelly, 1994). These individualised recollections aid to strengthen the inquiry by counteracting the bias that may exist in the secondary documents (Burgess, 1982), by adding matters of fact or detail that may only be recorded in individual memory (Samuel, 1982), and by giving voice to those not usually heard (Fontana and Frey, 1994). The semi-structured interviews assisted this inquiry in each of these areas, as they enabled the researcher to access facets of the case that would not have been available by any other data gathering technique.

The interpretation of the data, and the verification of the conclusions, were facilitated by the use of the QSR NUD*IST software package. In the method literature, it has been emphasised that computer software programs such as QSR NUD*IST, are of significant value in qualitative analysis and any subsequent theory building (Kelle, 1995; Richards and Richards, 1995; Weitzman and Miles, 1995). The nodes initially generated from the literature review formed an index system that appears as the bolded Nodes 1 through 6 in the sample ‘stem and leaf’ depiction of concepts shown in Figure 1. The primary interview transcripts were then scrutinised for significant terms, events, and issues located therein according to units of observation, and coded according to the nodes in the index system. Where it was appropriate, data were allocated to more than one node for analysis. Again using the QSR NUD*IST software, the contents of each of the initial index nodes were then reviewed to identify common themes that arose in the primary interview data. Subsequently, additional nodes (see sample Nodes 1.1, 1.2 etc. Figure 1) were then established to categorise the results of the analysis of Nodes 1 through 6.
In order to facilitate the theory building process later in the research process, memos were maintained about the data, their categories, and the relationships between them as they emerged. Designed to store and organise ideas about the data, they were integrated into the analytic process. Wilson suggests that memos assist in the development of theory in five important ways:

1. They require that you move your thinking about the idea to a conceptual level.
2. They summarise the properties of each category so that you can begin to construct operational definitions.

3. They summarise propositions about relationships between categories and their propositions.

4. They begin to integrate categories with networks of other categories.

5. They relate your analysis to other theories (1985: 420).

QSR NUD*IST has a facility for the creation and retention of such memos for later consideration and analysis. Utilising the memo capability within the QSR NUD*IST package, memo reports were generated by the software during ‘stage two’ coding. From these reports, the interaction between the parties’ became clearer, the context of the various phenomena surfaced, causes and effects were revealed, and motivations were exposed. The themes emanating from the ‘second round’ coding form the basis of the discussion section that follows.

DISCUSSION.

Our research highlighted three distinct roles that supported the internationally effective IMC functions of the TLSN. Specifically, these roles included an ‘IMC Champion’, ‘Network Ambassadors’, and ‘Government Lobbyists’. The first key role identified was that of the IMC Champion. This role was adopted by a single member of the TLSN, and undertook the responsibilities associated with ‘information gathering and dissemination’ and the coordination of IMC activities throughout the network. This individual was the first to recognise the potential benefits of an IMC campaign for the network, and actively sought to realise them through a number of key activities:
I went to Japan to sell a product … All I saw was the mast maker arguing with the sail maker who was arguing with the designer and this is our own people. The New Zealanders came in, dressed in the jackets and ties, totally professional with what they were doing, totally supporting each other and took the market out of Australia – just took it away, overnight virtually (Managing Director B. Personal Interview, 2002).

So, when I got back to Hobart I thought it would be a good idea to set up some form of network so that I knew what the other industries did when I went away, or I sent something away to publicise their capability – especially those that have been working with fast ferries. So, I went around every managing director of the companies that I knew were involved in this sort of work and put the idea to them that we form a network so that if any of us go overseas that we can transfer information. Out of that grew the Tasmanian Maritime Network (Managing Director B. Personal Interview, 2002).

Specifically, the IMC Champion undertook measures to collect and record any information that he deemed relevant to the firms within the TLSN. As the IMC Champion was also the managing director of the network’s main training centre, he was also in a position to understand each of the network’s businesses and their likely information requirements:

Certainly, having dealt with these guys for a number of years you get to know their businesses in some detail. Having this insight meant being able to collect and reject information as it became available to me. The network meetings also lit the way a bit – the guys were able to tell me what they would like to have after a while, instead of me just showing up with stuff and saying “hey, would this be useful to you?” (Managing Director B. Personal Interview, 2002).

The IMC Champion also sought to integrate the marketing functions performed by individual network firms such that duplication between then the individual
firms was minimised, and that the TLSN presented a consistent message to their common markets. In order to achieve this, the IMC Champion undertook the responsibility to analyse each individual firm’s marketing strategies and present his IMC recommendations at specially organised TLSN meetings. The IMC Champion also undertook measures to facilitate the process of implementing the IMC activities voted upon at these meetings, essentially coordinating the design and production of information packs, press releases, and uniforms for network representatives when visiting overseas. As one managing director noted:

Tony exercised a co-ordinating function and he performed the role of ensuring that there was a reasonable similarity in looks and feels of reports and all that sort of thing, because otherwise, if you get trendy professionals each doing a report everyone has their own ideas. So …they have put a stamp on it of uniformity contextually. They have co-ordinated the production of the documents and all that sort of thing (Managing Director A, Personal Interview, 2002).

In terms of organising the IMC functions for the network, the IMC Champion performed both information gathering and boundary spanning activities that served as ‘IMC inputs’ to the process. Without the capability of the network to organise these IMC input functions, the network would have been less able to detect and act upon important environmental information:

Well, we are basically a small firm that has had the benefit of being linked with Incar’s growth. We actually don’t have the time or money to do the research that Tony has done for us. Without Tony, I’m not sure where our business would be today. (Managing Director G, Personal Interview, 2002).
The IMC Champion also played a major part in coordinating and controlling the network’s IMC process. Specifically, the IMC Champion was able to provide information to the network and help analyse what implications arose for the network as a whole, and also for the individual firms therein:

As a group, we were able to come together and say, “this is what we’re going to be about”, and “this is what we want to achieve”. We could then start re-thinking about how our own marketing could benefit from the stuff we’d developed together as a group. (Managing Director E, Personal Interview, 2002).

The second key role identified was that of Network Ambassador. This role was adopted by various network members who sought to promote the benefits of the network’s entire product range whenever possible. This meant that each of the network firms needed to be aware of their fellow network member’s products and competencies, and were able to act as a referral service when dealing with common customers. The enactment of the Network Ambassadors’ role was supported through the production and dissemination of firm-specific literature for each individual firm. As a number of network members commented:

The networking of our firms has been a real benefit to my business. If Mark or Michael go to a trade show on marine fire protection, I can be sure that they have information about my business also. If Mark or Michael introduce extra information in their talks with customers about my business, then we all become winners (Managing Director C. Personal Interview, 2002).

I always make sure that I tell the group if I’m going to a trade show, or going overseas to meet with customers…. It’s really important to know what’s going on in the network, it
can be a real double-edged sword – I mean, if I give out old information that is no good, we all look very ordinary and unprofessional. So I make sure that I have current material, or I don’t tend to talk about the network at all (Managing Director A, Personal Interview, 2002).

As such, a communications process that focused on current firm activity underpinned the network’s ongoing IMC strategy. Network firm managers were able and willing to disseminate facts concerning other network firm’s capabilities, and were acutely aware of the need for it to be consistently applied, accurate, and given in a form that was directly related to their customer’s enquiry. The Network Ambassador’s role was also adopted by non-network identities, such as state government representatives when they were on overseas trade missions. The government representatives (including the State Premier on occasion) were ‘honorary’ in nature, and as such had to be kept abreast of the latest information by the network firms:

Probably the main one is [the Tasmanian Government’s] representation at a few trade shows in Asia where they went across and represented our products, to get us started and to show that we had real support from people in power. These things are very important to our Asian customers (Managing Director D. Personal Interview, 2002).

The interaction between the IMC Champion and the various Network Ambassadors indicated that the network’s IMC processes were based on the considered management of current information and channel selection. The information disseminated throughout the network (and to state government agents on occasion) by the IMC Champion sought to maximise the currency of the knowledge base held by the various Network Ambassadors. The selection of
Network Ambassadors was also considered, with the IMC Champion (along with each of the firms’ managing directors) soundly aware of the need for the role to be enacted by credible and/or expert individuals:

The number of people that we can send away on sales promotions is obviously limited. We make sure that we have our best marketing person go to sell our goods, and where we can, the goods of other businesses here. The state government has also been very good with their trade-missions…having the state premier sing our song is a great help, especially in Asian markets. (Managing Director A. Personal Interview, 2002).

In terms of organising the IMC functions throughout the network, The Network Ambassadors’ role served as a major component of the TLSN’s IMC outputs. Whilst the generation of literature for trade shows was important, it was the face-to-face interaction with customers that network firms indicated sealed most of their international sales. Network Ambassadors (including state government agents on occasion) necessarily dealt with the promotion of maritime products both at the network, and individual firm levels. As such, these individuals were required to remain up-to-date with each network firm’s current literature, and be in constant communication with the IMC Champion regarding the planning of upcoming marketing opportunities.

The third key role identified was that of Government Lobbyist. As with the Network Ambassador, the role of Government Lobbyist was adopted by a number of key individuals within the TLSN. The main themes associated with the role concerned the outsourcing of those IMC functions that were beyond the
capability of the network firms to provide. As a number of managing directors noted:

The main thing that we are lacking in is marketing internationally. There is no one here with that much experience, we have got a lot of capacity if we’re talking about building boats, but we have little ability at marketing our boats, especially as a group… (Managing Director C. Personal Interview, 2002).

So the government, through the Department of State Development, helped us to the Pacific 2000 tradeshow. They helped us with uniforms, backdrops…that kind of thing. We had the ideas ourselves, but we didn’t have the contacts, or the time really, to organise everything ourselves. The results were excellent (Managing Director C. Personal Interview, 2002).

The Government Lobbyist focused mainly on marketing issues such as the coordination of tradeshow presentations, the provision of growth-related infrastructure, and the provision of marketing consultancy reports (albeit by state government staff) for each of the network firms. The Government Lobbyist also dealt with issues that required substantial time (rather than just monetary cost) to achieve:

When the network really got going, the government would show up in the form of the Department of State Development. They are good at supporting us in certain ways, but sometimes can’t get stuff done as quickly as we’d need. So [name deleted] would use their direct contact with the Premier’s office to get the stuff we needed fast. (Managing Director C. Personal Interview, 2002).
As such, the TLSN firms were able to benefit from the considerable power held by a few individuals within the network. In this case, the two main Government Lobbyists were the managing director of Incat (the state’s largest private sector employer) and the TAFE Aluminium Welding School (the leading training institution for aluminium welding technology). Individually, the majority of TLSN firms would have been unable to command the services of federal and state government departments and funding to further the cause of their individual businesses. However, through the use of their marketing meetings, the TLSN firms were able to use the power commanded by their government lobbyists to secure millions of dollars in infrastructural spending, alongside the ongoing trade-show and trade-mission work of the state government.

In terms of organising the IMC functions throughout the network, the Government Lobbyist role served to research and highlight the marketing and infrastructural needs of the TLSN to the highest levels of government. The role also served to improve the effectiveness of the network’s IMC program to international customers (especially those in the Asian region) by enrolling government officials as spokespeople for the industry:

A lot of the companies and governments around Asia particularly are very impressed with government involvement…. It gives the company status. Obviously we were impressed with the development, officials were impressed with what the TLSN was doing at the time. But, we did play a part in helping to promote [the network] at the international and national level – through government – and when a company is recognised by government as being a first class operation it certainly helps them sell their vessels (State Premier C. Personal interview, 2002)
Figure 2 depicts a model of how the IMC processes of the TLSN were organised to account for the network environment. Unlike the ‘traditional’ IMC concept, whereby single firms use the various functions to send one-way messages to final consumers, this case indicated that the various IMC processes were organised through a set of distinct inter-firm roles. The IMC Champion role sought to gather pertinent marketing information on behalf of the network, as well as fulfil a boundary-spanning role, whereby the needs of the individual firms were incorporated into the search for data. These data gathering and boundary spanning efforts represented evidence of the need for ‘IMC inputs’ into the process, but unlike the traditional view of single-firm IMC, the inputs for the TLSN’s IMC process was multi-dimensional in that the marketing needs of eleven firms had to be considered simultaneously. The IMC Champion also undertook responsibility to disseminate and analyse the gathered information with the individual network members in order to make sense of the implications. The IMC control process served to define the boundaries of future information requirements, as well as the basis for the IMC strategies adopted by the network. In addition to this, the IMC control process enabled the individual firms to incorporate the principles adopted by the group into their own specific marketing efforts, thereby benefiting from the knowledge and experience of other professional marketers within the industry. With the IMC control process in place, the roles of the Government Lobbyist and Network Ambassadors could be clearly defined by the group. Both of these roles were enacted to serve the best interests of the network as a whole, and their contribution manifest in government lobbying efforts, the TLSN’s combined IMC programs, and the individual firms’ IMC programs. As with the traditional ‘single-firm’ IMC
perspective, there is evidence that the process was reiterative, with the information gathering and boundary spanning functions used to gauge the effectiveness of past IMC strategies. Unlike the traditional perspective however, the network IMC process had to account for multiple-firms’ marketing requirements, the organisation of multiple network IMC roles, and the needs of an array of different customers.

Figure 2: A Model for the Organisation of IMC in a Business-to-Business Network Environment

CONCLUSION.

This research supports the contention that for IMC to provide a useful platform for differentiation, it must be supported by a number of key roles that undertake information gathering, analysis and dissemination functions. The emergent roles support the extant literature in that it identifies pseudo-marketers (i.e. ‘Network
Ambassadors’ and ‘Government Lobbyists’) within the industry network, and the need for a generalist ‘IMC Champion’ to effectively coordinate the efforts of otherwise discretely managed firms. Analysis also highlighted the imperative for all communicators to be cognisant of current network firm activities to further stakeholder relations. This supports Stewart’s (1996) suggestion that an IMC focus within the network can be generated through encouraging a change in behaviour from which appropriate structures for IMC functions will naturally evolve.

Although industry specific case studies of organisations with successful IMC practices were called for (Dewhirst and Davis, 2005; Reid, 2005) and the need to generate theory development through practitioner discourse suggested (Gould, 2004), it is important to note that the functions and roles highlighted here relate specifically to the TLSN thereby restricting their generalisation. Further research into how different industries configure their particular IMC functions and roles is required. However, we feel that this research contributes to our understanding of IMC in the business-to-business context by highlighting the existence of IMC functions and roles within such industry networks.
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